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Global Market 
Review 
Global equity markets plummeted in September. 

Persistent high inflation, tightening monetary policies 

and financial conditions, and fears of recession have 

led to three successive quarters of global equity 

declines. Mirroring past periods of high inflation, 

stocks and bonds have been highly correlated. With 

yields rising and spreads widening, global bond 

prices have sunk. Sharply falling global equity and 

bond markets have combined to make the first three 

quarters of 2022 some of the worst for balanced 

portfolios in 50 years. Iconoclastic macro policies 

contributed to market volatility. In the U.K., an 

expansionary “mini-budget” sent sterling and gilts 

into a tailspin. While in Turkey, the experiment of 

easing monetary policy to quell inflation and support 

the lira continued to achieve the opposite, pushing 

the lira to record lows and inflation to 83%. The U.S. 

dollar’s relentless rise continued, tightening global 

financial conditions, and contributing to the fragility 

of some emerging economies.  

Performance of Major Market Indices 
Sources: S&P, MSCI, FTSE Russell, Barclays, Citigroup, Bank of 
America Merrill Lynch, J.P. Morgan, HFR, Bloomberg. 

 
Global stocks and bonds extend steep losses. 

U.S. Equities Plunge in September 

The economic backdrop of stubbornly high and broad-based 

inflationary pressure, rising wages, a hawkish Fed, and signs 

of falling output across the manufacturing and services sectors 

have pressured U.S. equities throughout most of the year. 

Recent data suggests some reduction of inflationary pressure 

as supply chain bottlenecks seem to be easing for 

manufacturers and falling oil prices have lowered the cost of 

gas at the pump. Nevertheless, the latest CPI data showed 

headline inflation running at 8% reflecting broad-based price 

pressures.  

 

Fears of a hard economic landing sent U.S. equities sharply 

lower. The S&P 500 lost 9.2% in September, extending the 

losses for the first nine months of the year to 23.9% and 

capping the third successive quarterly drop. September’s 

declines were broad based. Growth and value stocks declined 

by 9.7% and 8.9%, respectively. Both small and large cap 

stocks lost between 9.3% and 9.6%. Across sectors, tech and 

telecom led the declines, losing about 12%. The health sector 

performed best in September with a 3% decline. So far in 

2022, value stocks have outperformed growth by a wide 

margin, with value stocks losing about 18% versus the nearly 

31% drop of growth (Exhibit 1). 

Exhibit 1. Value Stocks Continue to Outperform Growth 

Source: Bloomberg. Index. January 1, 2022 = 100. 

 

Non-U.S. Equity Declines Amplified by Dollar Rise 

Non-U.S. advanced economy equity markets also fell in 

September. For U.S.-based investors, these declines were 

compounded by the dollar’s appreciation. The MSCI World ex-

U.S. index fell 9.3% in September to bring its decline so far in 
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2022 to 26.2%. Rising import prices, tighter external financing 

conditions, and a rising dollar weigh heavily on some emerging 

economies. Reflecting these pressures, emerging equity 

markets plunged 11.7% in September, bringing their loss for 

the year to 27.2%. Regional performance has sharply 

diverged. Markets in the EMEA region have led the declines, 

falling 34% so far in 2022, reflecting the impact of Russia’s 

invasion of Ukraine on emerging economies in Europe. Asian 

emerging equity markets have also fallen sharply this year 

(30.2%), reflecting weakness in Chinese equities, which are 

down 32.1%. Latin American bourses, propped up by 

commodity exporters such as Brazil, have fared much better, 

falling only 3.5% this year.  

Policy Risks and Margin Spirals 

Leaving aside the political drama, recent events in the U.K. gilt 

market and sterling highlight two sources of vulnerability to 

which global markets appear to be increasingly susceptible – 

policy risk and margin spirals. The announcement by the 

fledgling Truss government of a mini budget featuring tax cuts 

and other stimulative measures triggered a precipitous drop of 

sterling to record lows and a spike in gilt yields (Exhibit 2). The 

economic logic of an unfunded fiscal stimulus at a time of a 

tight labor market, high inflation, high debt levels, and a Bank 

of England resolved to fight inflation escaped the markets. The 

spike in gilt yields that resulted wrong-footed pension plans 

with leveraged positions on long-duration gilts. The margin 

calls on the repo and swap agreements underlying these 

positions triggered a doom loop of forced selling of gilts that 

threatened the solvency of U.K. pensions and the stability of 

the gilt market. Faced with this prospect, the Bank of England 

reversed its newly begun policy of QT and pledged unlimited 

asset purchases to shore up the teetering gilt market.  

Exhibit 2. Policy Follies Spark Turmoil in Gilts and Sterling 

Source: Bloomberg. GBP per USD. Gilt yields in percent. 

 
As highlighted by this incident, the risk of a policy misstep is 

particularly high as central banks and fiscal authorities 

navigate the combination of high inflation, slowing growth, and 

the impact of supply shocks on households. More potentially 

worrisome is the risk that hidden pockets of leverage, similar to 

those that roiled the gilt market, will be uncovered as interest 

rates rise, liquidity evaporates, and financial conditions tighten. 

Such pockets of leverage can trigger margin spirals. These 

spirals are exacerbated by low liquidity which increases 

volatility (Exhibit 3). High volatility in turn deters buyers from 

remaining in the market, further drying up liquidity.  

Exhibit 3. MOVE Index of Bond Volatility at High Levels 

Source: Bloomberg. Option-implied Vol. Index January 1, 2022 = 100.  

 

Yields Rise, Spreads Widen 

U.S. Treasury yields rose in September with the 10-year yield 

approaching 4%. Reflecting sharply rising yields, the decline of 

long-dated U.S. Treasury bond prices, of 27.9% so far in 2022, 

has outpaced the fall in U.S. equities. The increase in 10-year 

yields has been driven by an increase in real yields. Implied 

inflation expectations have declined slightly since the 

beginning of the year. In contrast to the divergent moves of gilt 

yields and sterling in the U.K., rising U.S. Treasury yields and 

the appreciation of the broad dollar index have gone hand in 

hand (Exhibit 4). Both investment grade (-4.4%) and high yield 

bonds (-4.2%) fell further in September as spreads widened.  

Exhibit 4. Rising Yields Drive U.S. Dollar’s Appreciation  

Source: Bloomberg. Dollar index 1-1-2022 =100. UST yields in percent 

 
 

Outside of the U.S., the WGBI ex-U.S. index of advanced 

sovereign bonds dropped 6.4% in September, to bring the loss 

for the year to 26.8%. The emerging bond market index fell 

6.1% in September and is down 22.2% for the year. 

 

Performance of Major Market Indices through 9-30-2022 

Sources: MSCI, FTSE, Barclays, Citigroup, Bank of America Merrill 

Lynch, J.P. Morgan, S&P GSCI, HFR, Bloomberg. 
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1-Month QTD YTD 1-Year 3-Year 5-Year

S&P500 -9.2% -4.9% -23.9% -15.5% 8.2% 9.2%

Russell 2000 -9.6% -2.2% -25.1% -23.5% 4.3% 3.6%

MSCI World Ex-US (USD) -9.3% -9.2% -26.2% -23.9% -1.2% -0.4%

MSCI Emerging Mkts (USD) -11.7% -11.6% -27.2% -28.1% -2.1% -1.8%

Citigroup US Treasuries -3.4% -4.5% -13.0% -12.8% -3.1% -0.2%

Citigroup Credit -5.2% -4.9% -18.5% -18.5% -3.6% 0.0%

Merrill High Yield -4.0% -0.7% -14.6% -14.1% -0.7% 1.4%

JPM EMBI Global (USD) -6.1% -4.2% -22.2% -22.2% -6.1% -2.3%

Citigroup WGBI Ex-US (LC) -3.2% -3.9% -13.3% -13.5% -5.2% -1.3%

Barclays US Aggregate -4.3% -4.8% -14.6% -14.6% -3.3% -0.3%

GSCI Total Return -7.8% -10.3% 21.8% 23.6% 12.2% 7.8%

HFRX Eq. Wtd. Strategies -0.8% 0.7% -4.6% -4.6% 1.9% 0.9%


